Processing Equipment
food | chemical | pharmaceutical

inline homogenizers  continuous oil fryers  plough mixers  frozen block flakers
vacuum homogenizers  curtain oil fryers  z - mixers  vacuum cutters
frozen butter reworkers  vacuum fryers  drum mixers  cooking & cooling lines
honey homogenizers  bath pasteurizers  honey dehumidifiers  blanchers
And more ...
HOW TO CHOOSE RIGHT EQUIPMENT?

- food and beverages
- cosmetics and perfumery
- pharmaceutical products
- construction materials and coatings
- home, household chemicals

**HOMOGENIZERS INLINE**

- Homogenizers Yumix Basic
- Homogenizers Yumix
- Homogenizers Gydromix
- Homogenizers Ultra-shear
- Homogenizers Gydromix Solo
- Homogenizers Gydromix Complete
- Homogenizers Shark, adjustable rotor stator gap
- Homogenizers Shark according GMP protocol

**HOMOGENIZERS BATCH**

- Homogenizer batch
- Mixer bottom entry

**SPECIAL OFFERS**

- SPECIAL PRICE
- UNIQUE PRODUCT
- TOP PRODUCT
- MULTI USAGE
HOMOGENIZATION PROCESSING UNITS - VACUUM

Mixing vacuum units 300 - 1000L

Mixing vacuum units 500 - 5000L

Colloid mill capacity up to 3000 kg/h

MIXING - LIQUID

Mixer in vacuum for extremely viscous materials

Mixers vertical conic

Mixer planetary

MIXERS - PLOUGH

Mixer plough 200 - 2000L with chopper

Mixers plough 50 - 200L

Mixers plough 200 - 5000L

MIXERS - POWDERS & SOLIDS

Mixers drum side loading

Mixer drum 50L

Mixers drum 50 - 500L
PUMPS

- Pump immersion
- Pump piston with four-way valve

FILLING MACHINES

- Weighing filling machine
- Filling piston
- Filling volumetric machine
- Hopper for volumetric dosing

WASHING

- Can washer
- Washing machine air bubble for vegetable/fruit
- CIP station
- Washing machine air bubble with screw
- Washing machine for the vessels (mixer accessories)
CUTTING MACHINES, FLAKERS

Flaker of frozen blocks

SPECIAL PRICE

CUTTERS

Cutter vacuum

UNIQUE PRODUCT
MULTI USAGE

COLANDERS

Separator drops of steam

MULTI USAGE

CLOSERS

Vibrating sieve with inclined conveyor belt

Lid closing conveyor belt

SEPARATORS

COOLER

Air cooling with conveyor belt

CONVEYOR BELTS

Water cooling conveyor belt

Conveyor belt for inspection

Conveyor pneumatic pressure
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PASTEURIZERS

Device for filtration and heat treatment of honey

EVAPORATORS - VACUUM

Dryer kiln vacuum - horizontal

Dryer kiln vacuum

Dryer kiln - vacuum for extremely viscous materials

Kettles vacuum evaporative

Evaporator vacuum 600L

MELTING MACHINE, FAT COLLECTORS

Melting machines

Melting machine with steam/water heating

Grease trap

Melting machine - steam
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DRYERS

Dryers - fluid bed

Dryers - hot air

Dryers for thick syrups

Dehumidifiers for honey

Dehumidifiers condensate for honey

Dehumidifiers in vacuum for honey

Dryer with spray in vacuum

Dryer for milk with spray

Drum dryer

Dryer for honey atmospheric condensation

VESSELS, MEASURING VESSELS, TANKS

Vessels with mixer and jacket

Vessels accummulating with jacket

Volume vessels measuring tensometric
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VESSELS, MEASURING VESSELS, TANKS

- Vessels thermostatic pharmaceutical
- Volume vessels measuring
- Reservoirs/chillers for syrup
- Vessels for heating/chilling

REACTORS

- Reactors under pressure pharmaceutical
- Reactors with stirrer at bottom
- Fermentors

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

- Blancher laboratory
- Vacuum Equipment with electric heating
- Drum machine for drying and crystallizing

EXTRUDERS

- Vacuum spray dryer
- Screw extruder high-pressure
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Processes:

- Aeration
- Cleaning
- Condensation
- Cooking
- Cooling
- Cutting
- De-aeration
- Defrosting
- Dipping
- Drageeing
- Drying
- Evaporating
- Extruding
- Fermentation
- Frosting
- Frying
- Granulation
- Heating
- Homogenizing
- Milling
- Mixing
- Pasteurization
- Peeling
- Pouring
- Sieving
- Sorting
- Sterilization
- Storing
- Tempering
- Transporting
- Tempering
- Vacuuming
- Washing

Address:
Pezinská cesta 5104
901 01 Malacky
SLOVAKIA

Telephone numbers:
+421 902 400321 english, german and slovak speaking

Skype:
normitsro - english speaking - general
manager.normit - english speaking - sales

Sales: sales@normit.com
Marketing: marketing@normit.com
For more information please visit www.normit.com
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